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A version of weak Interaction has been considered In the frame of the model of 4-colour

quarks with Integer charges. The «bite part of the nonleptonic Lagranglan, responsible for

the weak decay of uauil particles, Is constructed In such a way, that the ДТ = 1/2 rule be

fulfilled. This requlreaent flxea In a certain way the set of the parameters of full weak

hadronlc current. Parameters obtained In auch a way give a complete description of the o-rt

of the Lagranglan with c-quark. The propertlea of the latter one reproduce to a certain

extent those of the Lagranglan obtained la the GIH model, however the Lagranglan obtained

In this work contains additional terms, that cannot be derived In the Gllf model.

Арбузов Б.А., Карташева BJ\, Тахоннн * . * .
Свойства яелептояных взаимодействий чармовых ЧАСТНО, вытекающие из правила ДТ- 1/2 для

обычных меэо«пв н барнонов. CepnyxoBi 1976.
15 стр. (ИФВЭ 78-66).
Баблвогр. 6.

Рассмотрен вархавт слабого взакмодействня в моаел* 4-х цветных кварков с цолочисленнымн за-
рядами. Синглетвая по цвету часть нелептоиного лагранжиана, ответственная за слабые распады обычных
частиц, строится таким образом, чтобы выполнялось правило йТ- 1/2. Это условие определенным обра-
зом фиксирует набор параметров слабого ларошгаго тоха. Полученный набор полностью определяет часть
лагранжиана с с-квархом. Свойства последнего в некоторой степени повторяют свойства лагранжиана,
получаемого в схеме ГИМ, однако полученный здесь лагранжиан содержит дополнительные члены, которые
в схеме ГИМ получить нельзя.



: I H T R O D U C T I O H

' | The problem of suppressing ДТ=3/2 amplitude and enhance-

j ment of лТ=1/2 in nonleptonic decays of strange mesons and baryons

has not yet been explained, though numerous attempts were made

and many versions to solve this problem were proposed. Quite a
1
 simple explanation ofiT a 1/2 rule proposed in' ' is based on the

/2/
colour scheme of weak interaction' with unconfined colour.

The proposed explanation proceeds essentially from such a choice

of the current parameters, that the coefficients of transition

amplitudes/iT =1/2 and ДТ=3/
2
 have the ratio ~25«

On the other hand this ratio helped to fix the

* parameters of weak hadronic current in the colnur codel. It «ay

j - be said that having satisfied the conditions for the дТ=1/2

\ rule to be fulfilled,one managed to complete the construction of a

consistent scheme for weak interaction in SU(3)'© SU(3)" model,

where SU(3)" group is not considered to be absolutely conserved,

i.e. excitation of the colour degrees of freedom is still per-

i, • mitted.



The results of work' ' are to be treated as a very first

step on the way to widen the group of flavours SU(3)', quite

necessary when including into the scheme newly discovered

quantum numbers (charm, bottom, etc.). The next step and a quite

\J natural one is to study weak interactions of charmed mesons and

baryone.This interactions to a certain extent should be determi-

ned by the properties of weak interaction in the SU(3)'@SU(3)"

scheme*It follows from the fact,that the parameters defining weak

current in SU(4)' @S0(3)
n
are mainly the ones of the SU(3)'SlSU(3)"

scheme, that are fixed by the properties of weak interaction of

' | usual particles. The statement made is the main content of the

I present work, we treat here the decay properties of D and

P mesons, following from the properties of usual mesons. The

analysis carried out should be considered as some check of

^ selfconsistency of the colour models with unconfined colour.This

analysis is obviously necessary to choose between various

schemes of weak interaction in the indicated models. We will

consider only one, the most general one, i.e., Katuya-Koide mo-

del (KKM), proposed in ref.'-''. The proposed in' • ' scheme

(АКТ model) as was noted in'
4
' cannot be in principle immediately

" extended up to the SU(4)' ® SU(3)" group,in spite of wideness of

• / 2 /

!. АКТ scheme, since the method used in' ' turns out to be appli-

t cable only in the case of the SU(n)
1
 ® SU(n) "groups.Nevertheless

we will stick to the methods of work' ', that were used to

obtain weak hadronic current.



2. KKM and ЛТ = 1/2 RULE

All the properties of KKM are presented in detail by the

authors of vet.'. However we will write down the most signi-

ficant features of this model to make this paper easy for under-

standing. The changes of 12 quarks in the SU(4)' SU(3)"scheme

are:

n
2,3

p 2,3

Quark fields are joined in doublets

4
1. 2, 3,

(1)

where the fields (n!,A.!) are given by
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/3/
This form of the current was called by the authors *" as GUf-

like one. However we think that it is not quite justified for

the following reasons.The white part of the current in the SU(3)4D

© S U ( 3 ) "scheme should correspond to the СаЫЬЪо form of the

current. Explicitely one has

еоэЧ., + A
1 1

12

• 3cos6
c
,

(4)

where А.
ч
 are the elements of A-matrix. If for the white part

of the current in the SU(4) © S U ( 3 ) echeme we are going to

obtain GIH-current then following relations should be fulfilled:

зС-sin^ + A
2 1
 + A

 3
) = -eine> ,

(5)

where the LHS of equality (5) is a coefficient of the currents

(en) and (cA), respectively. Having performed a direct

substitution, one can easily get convinced that provided con-

ditions <4) are fulfilled, conditions (5) will be fulfilled too

only in the case when •£ « ф in A-matrix. As will be seen

further the conditions imposed on the current parameters by the

ЛТ a 1/2 rule are not fulfilled if «C mjb , therefore the white

part of the current, derived from (3J, does not generally coin-

cide with the GUI-current. Moreover mixing scheme (3) strongly



suppresses the number of the current parameters. If In the

S0(3)' ®SU(3)" scheme we have 20 transitions in a general севе

there are only 10 of them in scheme (3). The corresponding

numbers for SU(4)'®SU(3)" scheme are 36 and 20. The number of

independent parameters is even less-there are only seven of

them: 4
L
 , 4^ t % , «**, J& , Уд, • ^ . It should be noted

that in the АКТ model even in the SU(3) © SU(3)"scheme the num-

ber of free parameters remains 8 after diagonalizing neutral

currents.

In addition to requirement (4) we are going to impose onto

the current parameters one more, that follows from the require-

ment of the rule /\T =s 1/2. More often this requirement means

setting to zero of the coefficients of the part of the Lagran-

gian (postulated in the font L~Gj*j and averaged over colour

indices),

which corresponds either to representation 27 of the SU(3)

group or to 34 of the SU(4) group depending on the idea which

symmetry group was initially used, SU(3) ®SU(3) or SU(4>g6U(3).

Generally speaking this condition is not rightfull, because

AT = 3/2 decays do exist. It is more correct to consider the

ratio of the coefficients of transition amplitudesЛТ • 1/2 and

ДТ » 3/2, as it was done in work' . The white part of the Lag-

rangian in the SU(3) ® SU(3) scheme is decomposed into two

representations with respect to the isotopic space:



where in terms of work '

(6 )

From the ratio c^
2
: о,м а 25.0 we derive the requirement

A
1
/A

2
»11.6.

It should be noted that the aforementioned poorness of number of

parameters in mixing scheme(3) makes the coefficients (6)not so

r [ cumbersome as compared with those obtained in the АКТ model

I (see equalities (10a) and (10c) fvom ref. ). This is also the

reason why we have coefficiente A^exA A^respectively, for repre-

' sentatione 8 and 27 in the SU(3) space derived from the Lagran-

\ gian decomposition. We do not have such a coincidence in the case

if all the 20 coefficients of hadronic current in the SU(3)'©

®SU(3) scheme are taken into account*

We attempted to solve the system of equations (4) and (7)

with a computer and these conditions in this particular form

cannot at all be justified. Similarly with works ̂ ' and' ' we

- have to change conditions (4) and replace them with equalities

(4')
A,. • 3aesin^

where Ж4.1. The influence of the parameter ЭС on the model

structure was discussed in the quoted papers and we are not

going to tackle this problem here. Before reporting the results

of solution of system (4) and (7)
t
 we will find a Lagrangian con-

taining quark c.



3. NONLEPTONIC LAGRANGIAN WITH CHARM

This Lagrangian averaged ">ver the colour incides.has the

form

с G ( 1
L e ~x Uc

o
 - -5C,)(pn)(nc) + (c- -

c
4
 - -c

6
 ^

5 5
 ^

6
+ (8)
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7
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g
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+ 8elfconjugated terms of the form (cn)(nc) etcJ

The coefficients c
±
 are expressed throu^L the current para-

meters in the following way:
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In Lagranglan (8) we have singled out the part (left-

hand column) which ie similar to the Lagrangian obtained from

the GIH current. As is easily seen from expessions (8} and it

is worth paying attention to this fact, the coeffideate

(c^ - lc.) in this part of the current do sot at all coin-

cide with similar coefficients In the GUI scheme, where they

are completely defined by tb« Cabibbo angled •

In expression (8) we have not written out the terms with

ДБ»ЛС« Э that are obviously of no importance for the present

moment.

4. ON DEFINING COEFFICIENTS FOR NONLEPTONIC

LAGRAJTOIAN

Coefficients (8*) are expressed in terms of the parameters

^1; "*• >fi) fj from equations (4) and (7), consequently, they should

be defined by these equations. When deriving the parameters we

have to choose the value for IK, to be not very small. Under

this condition, one of the sets of the desired parameters is as

follows:

X. » 0.6, Y
1
 *«,*</

3
«o, ^«1.102,

(9)
5.092, 4>

2
 # 0.613, tf

3
 « 0.557s

the values for the angles are in radians. Vote that the value

for 9& is practically the same as in the case when the

ДТ=1/2 rule is expressed by the condition of complete suppres-

sion of representation 84, as was done in

10



The Lagrangian term, favored in the Gffi model from the

viewpoint of the Cabibbo angle (pn.)(Xc) has the

value for its coefficient ~2.07 in our case. However if in

the GIM яеаете the term (pn)(nc) has the value -ein^cos^,,

then in our case the same coefficient ie^-1.21) with the set

of parameters (9). Ли a consequence, e.g., the ratio QP"* > X
g
0

(in the GUI scheme this ratio is -tg tf
c
) } while experimen-

tally it is r[bo"!f^+) <
 8

#
/ 5 /

. Moreover, the GUI-term

proportional to sin
2
6^

v
 will turn out to be equal to-0.5

in our case. Shis reason is quite sufficient to reject the set

for parameters (9),Furter on we make an only change, i.e limita-

tions for the amplitude (pn)(nc), its coefficient is put

to be 0.2. Then we obtain the following values for the parameters

#«0.301, 4
1
*

l
fj

)
*f,*2«

f
 etas 1.64

(10)

j>><s 0.0025, 4*2 «0.223, ¥3 «0.018 .

Before presenting Lagrangian (8) we will quote the values for *ibe

ccefficients c± obtained from set (10). Ws need their va-

lues to present the Lagrangian in any required form, different

from (8) e.g., in case it is decomposed into representations

20 and 84.

(11)

C1

с
з

C
5

C
7

C
9

= -0.199

= 0,

= 0.

= 0.

= 0.

.026

.896

199

153

c« =

C
4 "

C
6 "

C
8 =

c
10=

0.136

0.032

2.61

0.612

0.460.
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Finally the result for the desired Lagrangian is as follows

8L
C
 « 0.203(pn)(nc) - 0.245(pc)(nn)+

+ 0.023(pW(5c) + О.О15(рс)(НЛ) +
(12)

+ 2.31(pn)(Ac) + O.O25(pc)Un) +

+ О.54б(рА)(Лс) - 0. 005 (pc )(>->•)+

+ 0.409(сп)(Лс) - 0.001(cc)(An).

It should be born in mind that in this expression we fixed

the value only for the term 0.203(pn)(nc)and no limitations were

imposed onto other coefficients, i.e., all the ether values for

the coefficients are obtained as a consequence of the aforemen-

tioned limitation and theaT =1/2 rule for decay of usual par-

ticles.

The part of Lagrangian (12) (left column) reproduces in

general the features, following from the Lagrangian of the GDI

scheme i.e., the coefficient of the term (pn)C^c) is

much larger than the others and the smallest one is of the term

(pA)(nc) proportional to sin в in the GUI scheme.

Note that the coefficients in the right column, except the term

0.245 are negligibly small, and what is even more remarkable

the contribution from the terms containing neutral current

(ni.) is extremely small.



5. C O N C L U S I O N

As was noted the Lagrangian obtained in the frame of the

KKH scheme is in general very like the Lagrangian, obtained in

the GIM model. Its main consequences are: K-meson dominance in

D-meson decays and suppression of ST-mason mode. There is

some quantitative disagreement between both Lagrangiane, and

it can easily be seen from the comparison of corresponding

coefficients. Still nowdays experiments do not make any of them

R—O

is proportional to 0.0077, in the GIM model this value is ^

a 0.054, the experimental limitation for this ratio is 8%.

For semileptonic decays we have in the GDI model

Rlfei+Sfr? " <1«5-2.O)tg
2
0

c
 while tg

2
6>

c
 is replaced

by a considerably smaller value in the proposed sche-

me i.e.,«0.003.

Let UB now deal with the behaviour of Lagrangian (8) with

respect to the SU(4)group.Its decomposition into representations

20 and 84 goes on in the following way:

± -
1 #
 03)

Here

L(20),(84) - ( o 2

+ ( c 4

+ (Cg

+ ( c 8

+ c.,) [(pn)(nc) +

+ c 3 ) [(pA)(nc) +

"* C K) [(pn)O^c) "+

+ Cy) I(p4)(^c) 7

(pc)(na)j

(pc)(5A.)]

(рс)(Ла)]

(pc)CU)]

(c
1 Q
 + c

9
) f(cn)(Ic) + (3

13
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С
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+ с
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1

1

5

"5

• 10.6

в 0.98
С
8

С., -

С
4

 +

"
 С
7

+ С
7

С
3

С
3

> 1

- 0.2,

.02, ;
с
10

"
С
9

+ С
9

As is eeen from (13) and (14) we do not have any general factor

that would enhance any representation. The coefficient ra-

tios in representations 20 and 84 arc different for diffe-

rent terms in (14). Taking into account the rallies for the coef-

ficients Cj in Table II we will have

(15)

1.

: The last three equalities in (15) exhibit the same intensity of

•i representation 20 and 84, the first one shows the dominance of

4 20 and the second one the dominance of 84*

Thus, on the contrary with SU(3) we cannot speak about

dominance of any of these two representations in the frame of

the SU(4) group, if the latter one is derived by averaging over

the colour indices of the SU(4)'® SU(3)'
ir
group. Present experi-

ments do not single out any from the two representations, more-

over the possibility of 20 enhancement is closed because the

..;. decay D ^ K
0
^ is observed

/6/
.

i

'• We do not carry out any analysis of the consequences from

f lagrangian (S) since the experimental data available is not suf-

ficient for the proper comparison of this consequence with

those derived from the 6 Ш scheme. A better experimental situa-

tion will be a nice check both for the model proposed here and

^ for the GUI model itself.

The authors are grateful to B.V.Struminsky for valuable

discussions.
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